
Cleansui Culinary Water

A Guide to Making
UMAMI Dashi
with Kombu

In partnership with Okui Kaiseido 
Japan’s finest Kombu trader since 1871

Experience Dashi flavor in 3 different ways
Mizu Dashi • Kombu Dashi • Ichiban Dashi

Born out of Japan’s authentic culinary philosophy of Washoku 

 



Enjoy a refreshing and refined UMAMI flavor 

◎ Keep kombu in a cool, dry place away from direct sunlight.
◎ Filter enough amount of Cleansui Culinary Water.

-Kombu: 20-30g (0.7-1.1oz)  *We recommend using Rishiri Kombu for Mizu Dashi
-Cleansui Culinary Water: 1 liter (34oz)

Soak the 20-30g of Kombu in 1 liter of Cleansui 
Culinary Water.

Gently clean the surface of the Kombu using a dry towel.

Leave it overnight (about 10 hours).

You can drink it as Kumbu Sui (UMAMI drink). 
Also you can heat it over low heat and use it as a Dashi soup stock.

*During the hotter months of summer store in the fridge.

*Be sure to remove Kombu immediately after you make Dashi. Leaving it in the 
water for an extended period of time will spoil the delicate flavor of the Dashi.

*Keep it in the fridge and use it up in a few days.

Key Points for all Dashi

What you will need

Mizu Dashi  -A refreshing and UMAMI rich drink



-Kombu: 20-30g (0.7-1.1oz)
-Cleansui Culinary Water: 1 liter (34oz)

Gently clean the surface of the Kombu 
using a dry towel.

Fill a pot with 1 liter of Cleansui
Culinary Water and add 20-30g of
Kombu. Heat the water over low
heat until just before a boil.

Turn off the heat and immediately
remove Kombu.

*Be sure to remove Kombu immediately after 
you turn off the heat. Leaving it in the water
for an extended period of time will spoil the
delicate flavor of the Dashi.

◎ When using Rishiri Kombu, you can make high-quality Dashi with 
      noble flavor used for Kaiseki Dishes at Ryotei in Kyoto.
◎ Try Rausu Kombu for deep flavor Dashi and Yamadashi Kombu for 
      normal Dashi.

Kombu Dashi -A UMAMI base for rich soup stock

Enjoy the mild UMAMI that enhances flavor of ingredients 

What you will need



-Kombu: 20-30g each (0.7-1.1oz)
-Bonito Flakes: 20-30g each (0.7-1.1oz)
-Cleansui Culinary Water: 1 litter (34oz)

Enjoy the rich UMAMI flavor from Kombu and Bonito Flakes

◎ Use Rishiri Kombu. Remember that good quality Kombu is black, 
     green-brown, glossy and smooth.

Gently clean the surface of the 
Kombu using a dry towel.

Fill a pot with 1 liter of Cleansui
Culinary Water and add 20-30g 
of Kombu. Heat the water over 
low heat until just before a boil.

Remove the Kombu, add all the
bonito flakes and turn off the heat. 
Leave until the bonito flakes sink.

Strain the flakes through a sieve lined 
with paper towels and enjoy as a base
for soup stocks.

Add just before
the water boils

*To ensure a clear broth, avoid crushing or
squeezing the bonito flakes.

*You can make Niban Dashi (second broth) by putting the Kombu and bonito 
flakes used for making Ichiban Dashi, 1 liter of Cleansui Culinary Water (34oz) and 
additional 20-30g of bonito flakes in a pot and heating over medium to low heat 
for 10 minutes, and strain (you may squeeze out).
*Try substituting bonito flakes with dried shiitake mushrooms or gourd shavings 
to produce Shojin Dashi ‒ vegetable Dashi.

What you will need

Key Point

Ichiban Dashi (Awase Dashi)



About Okui Kaiseido 

Okui Kaisieido was established in 1971 and remains one of the premiere Kombu 
traders in Japan. Its Kombu is trusted by top chefs and is featured in some of
the most prestigious restaurants in Japan. Okui Kaisedo is the only Kombu 
company to age its Kombu in their special cellar employing a special technique 
called “Kuragakoi” .

Rishiri kombu

Rausu kombu

Hidaka kombu

Makombu

The Champagne of Kombu. it produces a clear golden 
color Dashi with an ultra refined UMAMI. It is an
essential ingredient of both Kaiseki and Shojin cuisines.
It producers Dashi with a striking dark  brown color and 
powerful flavor. Used primarily for Kobujime and 
Kobumaki.
It is mainly used for family dishes like Kobumaki and 
Tsukudani condiments. Also used for producing Dashi.

It is also a high quality Kombu similar to Rishiri and 
produces Dashi with golden color with rich UMAMI.

3 different Dashi

① MIZU Dashi

Kombu is a nutrient rich ingredient high in dietary fiber 
and glutamic acid. Kombu is packed with bio-available 
minerals with up to 80% being absorbed by the human 
body. Additionally, Kombu has zero calories and has been 
shown to help regulate intestinal function.  

The simplest and easiest way to experience the sophisticated UMAMI of  
Kombu. It can be enjoyed as a refreshing beverage or added to dishes to 
enhance the flavor of your ingredients. It has a storied history and is a 
major component of Buddhist vegetarian cuisine in Japan.

② Kombu Dashi

③ Ichiban Dashi

Kombu Dashi offers a deeper, richer UMAMI experience. This sophisticated 
broth is a staple of Japanese cuisine but has become popular in both 
French and American cuisine as well. It has very noble UMAMI aroma.

Ichiban Dashi offers the most powerful UMAMI experience. Combining 
Bonito Flakes with the Kombu imbues the Dashi stock with a deeper and 
richer aroma. This sophisticated stock can enhance dishes with a new 
level of flavor.

-Finest Kombu Trader in Japan

kombu.co.jpcleansui-culinary.com



Why Cleansui Culinary Water?

Clean and Safe
Turn your tap water into bacteria-free optimal water for drinking and 
cooking.

Softern water to enhance the flavor and aroma
When used for cooking, Cleansui Culinary Water will help you 
extract the maximum flavor and aroma from your ingredients.

Capable of removing micro-plastics
Keep yourself and your family safe: Cleansui Culinary Water removes 
harmful micro plastics.

A Great way to support sustainability
Cleansui Culinary Water filter makes sustainability easy. Fewer plastic 
bottles means less impact on the planet and giving greater peace of 
mind.

 Cleansui Culinary Water + Dashi Master Okui

◎ Anybody can make healthy low calorie UMAMI Dashi easily.

◎ Just put Kombu into Cleansui Culinary Water and leave it overnight.

◎ Add UMAMI to your dishes without using fatty and oily ingredients. 
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